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 CLIENTHACK #1

Leverage LinkedIn Automation:
 
LinkedIn is an ocean for getting B2B
clients.
 
First Revamp your LinkedIn Profile and
then start outreach to ideal client
 
An Ideal profile includes a Professional
HeadShot, eye-catching Headline and a
very brief About section with an E-book or
pdf.
 
Start using extensions like LinkedIn Helper
and Leonard which automate the process
of connecting with your connections.



After the installation of the extension,
start broadcasting messages to your
ideal prospect. The extensions have
options to customise every single
message based on first name, company
name, industry etc
.

Golden Tip - Don’t sell your Product /
Service in 1st message. Be generous,
share your knowledge and Schedule a
calendar appointment.



 CLIENTHACK #2
Optimize Your social profiles like a
sales page
 
Points to consider before while designing
and optimising profile:
 

Have a Professional Image over the
profile.
 

Avoid strange selfies and Stock images.
 

Have a Professional introduction. 
 

Use something very focused on your 
business
 

Place a featured photo that tells about
your business. Have a Bit.ly link that
redirects to the calendar or website.



Include a link for all your social media
channels. 
 

Be consistent and post regularly. Make
a consistency of posting at least Thrice
in a day.
 

Be active in maintaining Network with
fellow industry experts as well as on
multiple groups.
 

The objective is to bring traffic to the FB
profile and then converting it.
 
Paid Ads is not the only option to sell
your Service / Product but go with some
Growth hack. We would suggest the
expert to drop value bombs.



 CLIENTHACK #3

Be active and share your knowledge but
not service.
 
If you are really confused with Title, then
don't worry We'll simplify it for you.
 
You should always have an ideal customer
avatar that you want to chase for like a
dentist, coach, SAAS product owner, etc.
When you have an ideal customer avatar
then check out the Place / People they
hang out. It can be anywhere Online /
Offline.
 
Your goal is to get connected with your
client on a similar forum sharing similar
interest. 



Our ideal client are the business owners
who are already spending money on
Paid Ads as well as doing heavy email
marketing. So, invest your time and as
well as offline events.
 
Never sell your service in efforts in
getting connected to your ideal client on
multiple FB groups, LinkedIn groups,
Forums communities and groups but
rather share as much knowledge as you
can. Once you start sharing knowledge,
they start recognizing you as an authority
in the Niche and also approach you for
work.
 
So, end of the discussion in order to get
a client first have an ideal client avatar,
then an ideal to platform to chase and
end of the close him



 CLIENTHACK #4

Target Specific Area and a start Outreach:
 
Well, all the social media marketing guru say
you have to go out and Pitch for your client.
But they never say, whom to pitch, how to
pitch and where to pitch but in this hack we
will layout a step by step process that will help
you land a client:
 
➡Step 1: Define Demographic
First define an exact area which you want to
focus for generating businesses.
For example: We focus for Clients only in
specific countries like U.S, U.K and Australia,
so in order to get our ideal client we narrow
down our area Country >>> State >>> City
>>> Area. So, at a particular moment we
focus on only one area of 30 - 40 miles.



➡Step 2: Make a List
 
You don't need to shoot arrows blindly to
get the client's but there are proven
processes for it.
 
When you have defined an area to focus
on. Use Google Maps, D7 Lead Finder,
Justdial, Yelp to get Email id, Phone No.
and other business information. Don't forget
to collect all this information on a google
spreadsheets. Also make sure to segment
them like Restaurants, Gym, Club etc.
 
➡Step 3: Send then Value Based Email
with CTA
 
Business owners get tons of emails on a
day to day basis so your email should stand
out from the crowd. 



Try giving value in your emails like a social
media Report, Free consultation call or a
promotional video for the business.
Always your intention to send an email is
get attention and then get on a call. Well for
me this process is taken care by Chatbot
 
➡Step 4: Close over the call or Meeting if
possible.
 
After so much efforts focus on closing your
client over the Skype call or Zoom Call.
If you are chasing clients in U.S, U.K and
Australia then always while pitching a client
show them what you can actually do. In
order to show the value, the best tip is
sharing your screen and show live the
things you can do.



 CLIENTHACK #5
Leverage Instagram DM
Instagram is a platform where organic
reach is still alive to some extent. Not many
Agency owners are taking leverage of this
Platform. 
 
So here is the hack to get a Potential
prospect and then convert it to a client just
by using Instagram.
 
So, we will go step by step for the process
of getting a prospect, nurturing it and then
closing it as a client:
 
➡Step 1 - Optimize your profile
Well before your potential clients respond
back to your over Instagram there is 90%
chance's that he would definitely have a
look to your Instagram profile.
.



So, in the first place of Bio specify your
designation, industry and company name.
Also, add your website address or landing
page link in the bio. 
 
➡Step 2 - Identify a niche / Hashtag
Now you will know why you should pick a
hashtag because you can rank for a specific
Hashtag to generate potential business for a
client at a specific location.
 
So first you will pick a niche to let's say
Fitness as of now then you will go over to all
the Fitness pages on Instagram and check it
out if they are ranking for that hashtag or
not. If they are not ranking Pitch them about
your services through the DM section.
 
Give them at least a 5 Min video explaining
about what the major changes are they
could do over their Instagram page to bring
more traffic and create brand awareness.



➡Step 3 - Get Attention
 
Everyone in the world is concerned for
getting attention. So, after you finish sending
your pitch to the business owner, head back
to the Instagram page like all the image's,
comment on at least Top 20 images and get
the attention :)
 
➡Step 4: Close over the call or Meeting if
possible.
After so many efforts focus on closing your
client over the Skype call or Zoom Call.
If you are chasing clients in U.S, U.K and
Australia then always while pitching a client
show them what you can actually do. In 
order to show the value, the best tip is to
share your screen and show live the things
you can do.



 CLIENTHACK #6
How to Leverage a webinar for getting
International client.
 
As you have already seen in all our previous
client hacks that we stress on working with
international and all our strategies are in
accordance with that same principle so in
this new post We'll be talking about how you
can generate potential prospects for your
business just with 1 Webinar.
 
Here are few strategies you can use:
 
Strategy 1 - Become active on FB Groups
and share tons of content, develop
relationships with group admin and ask
them to Promote your webinar also tale
leverage from multiple social groups on
WhatsApp, telegram and Messenger



Strategy 2 - Use Facebook Ads. This is Gold
Mine if you are looking for Webinar
registration. If you are looking for maximum
number of people to show up from your
Webinar, then charge them few dollars
upfront to increase the number of Show up
on webinar.
 
Strategy 3 - Retargeting them with an Up-
sell
This strategy will help you to increase recall
value and build brand awareness as well as
increase trust massively.


